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11.40 – 12.20: Our Session - Overview

• Faculty: Bethan 7 mins
• Faculty & School: Jan 7 mins
• School: Lucy 7 mins
• School: Krista 7 mins
• Q&A! 10+ mins
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Why?
The 'Schools-University Partnership for Educational
Research’ (founded 1997) aims:
• to create useful educational research within a schoolsuniversity partnership;
• to document and explore partnership between schools
and the university.
Key Questions include:
• What kinds of research knowledge do schools and teachers value and
find useful, in what ways and why?
• How can research with teachers be facilitated from within and without
schools?

University: Masters in Education –
supporting & building research capacity in schools

The ‘What’: Research – online support for TRCs & all
teachers via VLE/Moodle

Annual conference
Sharing & Planning

University: Collaborative Research & Critical
Friendship
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Standing on the shoulders of . . .

Professor Donald McIntyre (1937-2007)
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“When the super partnership was formed in 1997, there
were some things that we were clear about, other things
about which we knew we were ignorant. Among the things
that we thought we knew was that we had a common
interest in educational research, and that that common
interest stemmed from the shared belief that the primary
purpose of educational research is to inform practice. We
shared, and still share, the view that if educational research
does not lead to educational practice that is in some sense
better – more thoughtful, more just, more effective, more
rewarding for pupils or teachers – then there is not much
point to it.”
(University Academics)
Faculty of Education

McIntyre, D. (2005). Bridging the gap between
research and practice. Cambridge Journal of
Education, 35(3), 357–382.
http://doi.org/10.1080/03057640500319065

Bridging the gap between research and practice
Donald McIntyre (2005)
A continuum of kinds of knowledge

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Craft knowledge for classroom teaching
Articulation of craft knowledge
Deliberative or reflective thinking for classroom teaching
Classroom action research
Knowledge generated by research schools and networks
Practical suggestions for teaching based on research
Reviews of research on particular themes
Research findings and conclusions.
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Complexities of knowledge creation

Craft knowledge
Pedagogical
Practicality
Multidimensionality
Simultaneity
Immediacy
Unpredictability
Publicness
Faculty of Education

Research - based
knowledge
Systemic
Reliability
Validity
Research design
Methodologies and
methods
Ethicality
Dissemination

Identifying collaborative opportunities and
cohesion between the Faculty and schools
SUPER MEd
Essays and Thesis / SUPER seminars / conference / book launches /
workshops /contact with academics

Teacher Research Leads
Bridge between Faculty and school / strategic / senior leadership

Critical Friendship

Faculty team into school – whole staff / inquiry groups /

Research informed culture of pedagogy and school improvement
Professional and personal development / seminars / conferences / inquiry
groups…

(…) there’s still lots to do! (McIntyre, 2005: 380)
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Can the spirit of Assessment for Learning be captured? A
teacher led inquiry group investigation in a secondary school.
Lucy Sherratt Stratton Upper School
Email: stlsherratt@stratton.beds.sch.uk Twitter: @LucyRebecca30

Introduction

Method

Key themes and findings

My research has grown from a
desire to investigate the use
of AfL by classroom teachers
after realising that there is a
discord between the findings
of the effectiveness and
importance of AfL, and the
reality of the impact in
classrooms. The pressures
placed on schools, teachers
and students often seem to sit
at odds with the concepts of
AfL and the original overarching ethos that Black and
Wiliam (1998) intended AfL to
be.

Inquiry group construction:
• 5 teachers from a range of
subject specialisms and with
a range of experience
• 6 scheduled meetings
• Research diaries to record
thoughts throughout
Structure:
• An initial peer assessment
focus was decided on as this
was highlighted as an area of
concern for the group
members
• A PowerPoint was created to
help scaffold AfL use for the
individual teachers
• Semi-structured interviews
with the inquiry group to
delve deeper into their
thoughts on the process

Different key themes have
emerged from the research
including the social construct of
an inquiry group as well as the
investment of time and the
learning curve that is required
for teachers to develop AfL use.

Key terms: Assessment for
Learning,
Inquiry
group,
Participatory, Collaboration,
Peer assessment
Literature

Despite having been published 17 years ago, the principles from Inside the Black Box still underpin all of my research
alongside an article from Swaffield (2009) which helped to formulate a number of my early ideas. A wide range of
research on AfL, peer assessment and inquiry groups have subsequently been investigated to help support the research.
•Black, P., & Wiliam, D. (1998). Inside the Black Box: Raising Standards through Classroom Assessment. The Phi Delta
Kappan, 80(2), 139–148.
•Swaffield, S. (2009). The misrepresentation of AfL- and the woeful waste of a wonderful opportunity. Presented at the
AAIA National Conference (Association for Achievement and Improvement through Assessment). Bournemouth, 16-18
September 2009.

Preliminary Limitations
Due to time constraints and
school pressures there has been a
delay in the progression of the
inquiry group.
The richness afforded by both the
research diaries and semistructured interviews has been
hampered by the novice status of
both myself and my inquiry
group.

Early analysis suggests that the
spirit of AfL is very difficult to
capture although a Scaffolded
approach can help to bridge the
gap between AfL being seen as a
set of strategies and being used
as an overall teaching ethos.

Future research and
dissemination
I intend to continue my work
with the inquiry group to see if
we can achieve the spirit that we
set out to capture within our
own classrooms. Alongside this
my next steps will involve
considering how the findings
from our inquiry can be used to
improve whole school AfL use.

Collaborative Inquiry Group
Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•

Honesty
Professional relationships
Ideas sharing building teaching capacity
Inter department links
Time for reflection

Collaborative Inquiry Group
Successes
•
•
•
•
•

Outcome to share across the school
Positive opinions about inquiry groups
Time for staff
Collaboration success
Teachers became more reflective

Collaborative Inquiry Group
Constraints and barriers
•
•
•
•

Teacher resistance to change
Senior leadership role is vital
TIME!!!
Implications of research for wider audience

Collaborative Inquiry Group
Moving forward
•
•
•
•

Multiple inquiry groups within the school
Stronger inter department relationships
Teachers engaging with academic literature
Dissemination of AfL findings

How do Year 8 and Year 11 students perceive and
make use of written feedback? A case study involving
students as researchers.

Effective
Feedback
Student Voice

Students as
Researchers

Why collaborate with
students?
Students are observant and can offer rich
perspectives on the processes and events
that affect them (Rudduck & Flutter,
2000). However, they are rarely the
producers or consumers of knowledge
about education (Atweh & Burton, 1995;
Nash & Roberts, 2009)
Benefits to students include confidence in their own abilities, the
development of social skills, building new relationships, achieving a deeper
understanding of the topic which they research and making meaningful
progress in their own learning (Slee, 1988, cited in Atweh & Burton, 1995;
Fielding & Bragg, 2003; Cook-Sather et al., 2014).

Students can become sophisticated researchers, constructing their
own knowledge, with a little help and support (Steinberg &
Kincheloe, 1998).

Table 4.6 Student-researcher responses to ‘What are
your final thoughts on being a part of the research
project?’
Researc

Comment

her
1

It was interesting to see what other people
thought of the topic and how different people use
feedback. Was good to see people’s opinions of

The students were able to ‘shape
and frame’ the data by comparing it
to their own experiences (Thomson
& Gunter, 2007);

feedback and how it’s treated differently
throughout the school. Was also interesting to see
how research was carried out, was also good to
see what people think about topics. Thank you for
the opportunity.
2

It was a fun experience that has taught me so
much and will help immeasurably in the future –
it has deepened friendships and helped at lot with

They offered perceptive and
insightful thoughts about specific
interview responses, offering their
own preliminary analysis.

psychology for sixth form!
3

Worth every minute of it, would be happy to do
again with my improvements/adaptations to what
I have learnt in the research.

4

Amazing! It has taught me a great deal of skills
which I will need for the future and it will look
awesome on my CV! I am very interested in this
and defo [sic] want to carry it on. I have been
able to learn about how to conduct interviews and
all helpful tips so it has been defo [sic] worth it!

5

Post-test survey not completed

Data was given added value and
depth; not only was it generated by
students, it was also analysed by
students (emphasis my own. Leitch,
et. al, 2004).

The

Effect

Adam (Y11) said that the reason teachers give
feedback was ‘to look good when Ofsted check
our books’.

Diane: Yah, I feel that they [teachers]-they do
it, they-they do do feedback, but they focus
especially when Ofsted…’
Eve: They don’t do feedback until Ofsted
come.

They disliked it when marking was 'not for our benefit',
especially when teachers made them do tasks which
specifically related to Ofsted, such as 'tidying our folders'
or 'responding to feedback in a different colour so it's clear
to Ofsted'.

Teacher ‘effort’
‘My [subject] teacher has
gotten to the point where
when we’re given an essay to
write we just don’t do it. We
know that it won’t be
marked, ever. We can just sit
there and talk for an hour,
because [they] sit at [their]
computer and then when we
hand them in in the end…I
assume they go in in the bin.
I dunno.’ (Adam, Y11)

‘if the teachers make you do, do work they
usually give you feedback cuz…otherwise
there’s no point. (Diane, Y11)

Adam: …yah, if you’ve got a good teacher,
I mean…
Claire: If you’ve got a teacher that doesn't
mark your work or doesn’t do anything…
Adam: …or is bad at marking…
Claire: …yah, then it just goes downhill
then…

What next?
In school
• Share with Head
• Provide summary to
staff
• Pedagogy Leader
• CPD opportunities
• 7KC studentresearcher project

Outside school
• Maintain SUPER links
• Student voice
conferences
• Journals (students too!)
• Blog
http://reflectiveramblings
ofmisscarson.blogspot.co.
uk/
• Twitter
@ReflectiveRambl

•
•
•
•

Be inclusive
Allow for choice
Provide training
Neutral time and space

• Keep a research log
• Use technology to your advantage
• Consider the ‘age effect’
• Be supportive but not overbearing
• Be prepared for ‘uncomfortable learnings’
• Be honest and open re: your intentions
• Share/publish findings

SUPER
School-University Partnership for Educational Research

http://www.educ.cam.ac.uk/research/projects/super/
http://www.educ.cam.ac.uk/courses/graduate/masters/su
permed/
http://schooluniversitypartnership.wordpress.com/
@SUPER_Network

#researchSUPER
@drbethanmorgan
@jan1schofield
@ReflectiveRambl
@LucyRebecca30

Thank you for listening . . .
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Recommended Follow up Reading . . .

McIntyre, D. & Black-Hawkins, K. Reflections on schools-university research partnerships
(Chapter 13) in McLaughlin, C., Black Hawkins, K., Brindley, S., McIntyre, D. and Taber, K.
(2006) Researching Schools: Stories from a Schools-University Partnership for Educational
Research. London: Routledge.
Greany, T. & Brown, C. (2015) Partnerships between Teaching Schools and Universities –
Research Report. Institute of Education.
http://www.ioe.ac.uk/about/documents/Teaching_schools_and_universities_research_report.
pdf
http://schooluniversitypartnership.wordpress.com/
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Conditions, structures & organisational arrangements to support
school-university partnerships (McIntyre & Black-Hawkins, 2006)
Determining the clarity of key purpose(s)
Developing and sustaining supportive and invigorating
relationships
Building a range of effective and flexible communication
strategies

Engaging and maintaining the commitment of school leaders
Learning from the perspectives of other institutions
Sufficient resources in terms of time and money
McIntyre, D. & Black-Hawkins, K. Reflections on schools-university research partnerships (Chapter 13) in McLaughlin, C., Black
Hawkins, K., Brindley, S., McIntyre, D. and Taber, K. (2006) Researching Schools: Stories from a Schools-University Partnership
for Educational Research. London: Routledge.
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Key factors for lead schools in assessing school-university partnerships and
possible future scenarios for such partnerships in England (Greany & Brown, 2015)

Greany, T. & Brown, C. (2015) Partnerships between Teaching Schools and Universities –
Research Report. Institute of Education.
http://www.ioe.ac.uk/about/documents/Teaching_schools_and_universities_research_report.
pdf

